The Stage Game
We say α is enforceable w enforces v is generated
Generation and Equilibrium
if W is contained in the set it generates, we say it is self generated compact self-generated sets consist of equilibrium payoffs; the set of all equilibrium payoffs is the maximal self-generated set (for any discount factor) the set of equilibrium payoffs is closed, but may fail to be convex, and may generally be quite nasty (unless we assume public randomization which we did not)
Patience and Half-spaces
Key idea: as long-run players are increasingly patient ( ) E δ becomes increasingly convex. A convex set can be represented as a union of tangent halfspaces.
The key is to study what payoff vectors can be generated by halfspaces.
Scores
notice that this is a perfectly ordinary finite dimensional LP problem (since H is defined by a linear inequality) Lemma 3.1:
Can't get outside the socially feasible set
Generation on Half Spaces
Note that the set of points generated by a half-space is itself a halfspace pointing in the same direction 
Failure of Dimensionality
Remark: If Q has too low dimension, the entire argument may be repeated by recalculating Q subject to the additional restriction of lower dimension. Eventually (since n is finite) we find E.
Typical application: use some special structure to reduce the number of profiles and directions that must be examined to compute Q. For example, in some games it can be shown that only pure actions matter; generally certain directions are much harder than others.
Regular, Horizontal and Vertical Half-spaces
Regular half-spaces: informational condition Top half-spaces: efficiency Bottom half-spaces: need enforceability of minmax, or else do Nash threats
The Matrix
For an individual 
